
Working in Technology Means 

Expanding the Imaginations of Your Clients. 

And the Ones of Your Company   

(Senior) Integration Consultant (all

genders)

Parsionate advises companies, unlocks their potential and works with them to invent entirely

new solutions – all on the basis of data and what it has to o�er. We call this data leadership.

We leverage our expertise to focus on the bene�ts and successes we generate for our

customers and partners, which is exactly why Parsionate works end-to-end: we are by our

customers’ side from strategy development to full technological implementation. All this is



what our more than 200 experts are working on at our Parsionate locations across Europe.

Why not join the team?

What you can expect:

You will analyze and design

integration scenarios for various

use cases in the cloud or on-

premise

You will design and develop

complex integration solutions

using our portfolio of integration

solutions, including Informatica

IDMC, Talend, and Apache Camel

You will select and implement the

most suitable platform in the

cloud or on-premise

You will conceptualize, realize, and

implement new interfaces and

data pipelines, driving continuous

development within the

integration platform

You will collaborate with various

stakeholders within projects.

Your skillset:

You have a degree in computer

science or equivalent education.

You have several years of

professional experience

Your interest lies in solving

complex tasks, and you possess

conceptual as well as analytical

thinking skills

You have proven experience with

agile methods and can capture

user requirements and translate

them into design/code

Extensive experience in Data

Integration and/or Enterprise

Application Integration with

technologies like Talend,

Informatica IDMC, Workato, SAP

Integration Suite, Apache Camel,

or similar solutions

You have solid knowledge in

integration architectures such as

API, ESB, Event Processing, and

ETL

You have in-depth knowledge in

implementing data architectures

with SQL (SQL Server, Oracle,

MySQL) and NoSQL.

Ideally, you have experience in

project management

You have strong communication

skills in German and English

(written and spoken)

You are willing to travel across

Europe.



parsionate GmbH

Helen Roth

Motorstraße 25

70499 Stuttgart

working@parsionate.com

Jetzt Bewerben

https://parsionate-gmbh.onlyfy.jobs/apply/lstxoqp8qrupkqagyhe4g43btlphylj

